In a recent paper H. Brandenburg characterized the objects of the epireflective hull of all developable spaces-that are those spaces which are homeomorphic to a subspace of a product of developable spaces-by intrinsic properties. It is shown here that these spaces, called ^-completely regular, can be generated from a single second countable developable space D which has the same cardinality as the reals. As an application of this result we obtain a new characterization of Z>-normal spaces analogous to Urysohn's lemma and a new (external) characterization of perfect spaces (meaning every closed set is a Gs).
1. Introduction. Completely regular spaces are generated by the class ^P of pseudometrizable spaces in the sense that every completely regular topology is initial with respect to all continuous mappings into objects of 9. In fact, as is obvious from the definition of a completely regular space, there is a single object in ■iP, namely the unit interval with its natural topology, that generates CompReg, the category of completely regular spaces.
In [2] , [3] and [4] Brandenburg enlarged this framework by substituting for 91 the class ^ of developable spaces and characterized those spaces, here called D-completely regular spaces, which are generated by <>¡). In further papers [2] , [5] , [6] , [7] he showed that a number of theorems valid in the old framework, e.g. Urysohn's and Nagata's metrization theorems, have nice counterparts in the new one. However, the question whether the analogy between these two settings would go so far as that there exists a single developable space generating all ^-completely regular spaces remained open (see Problem 5.3 in [4] ). We give here an affirmative answer by showing that it is even the unit interval that can be equipped with a developable and second countable topology that generates all Z>-completely regular spaces. As an application of this result we derive new characterizations for Z>-normal spaces, which were introduced in [2] and [5].
2. Notations and preliminaries. Topological spaces will simply be called spaces throughout this paper. Together with the continuous mappings they constitute the category Top. A subcategory % of Top is called epireflective, if it is closed with respect to the formation of products and subobjects. Here, all subcategories are assumed to be nonempty, full and isomorphism-closed. Every subcategory % is contained in a smallest epireflective subcategory, its epireflective hull, which we denote by EH(3C). In accordance with many authors (see e.g. [9] , [14] , [15] ) objects of EH(5C) are called %-completely regular. They are precisely those spaces that are homeomorphic to a subspace of a product of % -objects.
A subcategory % of Top is called bireflective if it is closed with respect to the formation of initial sources, i.e. whenever X carries the initial topology with respect to a family (f¡: X -^ K¡)ieI of maps into % -objects, then X belongs to %. Every subcategory % of Top is contained in a smallest bireflective subcategory, its bireflective hull, which we denote by BH(9C). A space X belongs to BH(9C) iff X is initial with respect to the family of all continuous maps into % -objects, i.e. whenever a subset A of X is closed in X and * G X \ A, then there exist finitely many % -objects Kx, . . . , Kn, open subsets B¡ c K¡ for each / and continuous functions/: X -> K¡ such that
A subcategory % of Top is called simple, if there exists a space E such that EH^}) = %.
The reader will find more details on these categorical aspects in [11] . A space X is called developable [1] if there is a countable family (<$,),eN of open covers of X such that {St(*, &¡)\i G N} is a neighborhood base for every * G X. We denote the subcategory of all developable spaces by ^. A base £ for the closed sets of a space X is called Gs-base, if for every B G £ there exists a countable family (Ä,),eN C £ with X \ B = U ,eN B¡. In [3] Brandenburg characterized ^-completely regular spaces by means of Gs-bases: A space X is Z)-completely regular iff X has a G5-base. The subcategory of all D-completely regular spaces (resp. T^-spaces) is denoted by ^D-CompReg (resp. 'î-CompReg-l).
3. The class of £>-completely regular spaces is simple. 3. Proof. It is well known from [5] that every incompletely regular second countable space is developable. Since ^ is countable it suffices to show that every element of 9) is a Gs-set. But this follows easily from the fact that every A(nx, . . . , nk) is a GÄ-set and finite unions of Gs-sets are again Gs-sets.
We will henceforth make no notational difference between the space D and the underlying set of D. Assume k = 1. Then (n,) G ÄT(*) implies * G C(nx); hence g(<K-l)) < Mi and we obtain g e A(nx). Conversely, g G A(nx) implies g(<K~l)) < "i> and we conclude (n,) G K(x).
Assume k > 1 and the assertion to be true for all I < k. If («,, . . . , nk) e AY*), then * G C(nx, . . . , nk) c X \ C(nx, . . . , nk_x). Hence, * S C(nx, . . . , nk_x) which implies («,, . . . , «/t.,) ^ K(x). Using the assertion for k -1 we obtain g £ /í(«i, • • • , «*_i). Since g(<p(nx, . . . , nk_x)) < nk this implies g G A(nx, . . . , nk). Conversely, we assume g G A(nx, . . . , nk) which yields g(<K«i, • • ■ , «*-i)) < nk and g G A(nx, . . . , nk_x). Therefore, («" . . . ,nk_x) & K(x) which implies * G C(nx, . . . , nk_x). Since X \ C(nx, . . . , nk_x) = U/eN C(nx, . . ., nk_x, I) there exists / G N with * G C(nx, . . ., nk_x, I). Hence g(<K/i" • • ., nk_x)) = min{/ G N|* G C(n" . . . , nk_x, I)} which yields * G C(nx, . . . , nk), i.e. («,, ..., nk) G AY*). It is now obvious that S(x) ¥= 0 since g G S(*).
We are now prepared to define a mapping/: X -^ D by assigning to every * G X an arbitrary element /(*) from S(x). To show that / is continuous it is evidently sufficient to show that for every («" . . Since L is finite we obtain D /ez. i"(/, g(0) G 'S for every g G NL. Hence, A' \ B is expressed above as a countable union of elements of %. This proves that % is a G5-base and that X is incompletely regular.
4. The class of Z>-completely regular T,-spaces is simple. For an Ä0-space X and *, y G X we define * ~ v iff cl{*) = cl{y). Then ~ is an equivalence relation and the set uX of equivalence classes equipped with the final topology with respect to the natural mapping co: X -^ uX is usually called the Tx-reflection of X. Since D is developable, coD, which we denote henceforth by D" is a developable second countable 7\-space [16] A(f(l),f(2) , . . . ,f(n -l),f(n) + 1)\^1 (/(1), . . . ,/(«)).
Let/, g G {1, 2}N be given with/ i= g. Define n := min{< GN|/(/)^g(0}-We assume for simplicity that f(n) = 1 and g(n) = 2. From the argumentation above we obtain *(/) G A(f(l), . . . ,f(n -1), 2) and
Since A(f(l), ...,/(« -1), 2) is closed, this implies cl{*(/)) ¥= cl{*(g)} and hence co ° * is an injection. In consequence of Proposition 4.2 the unit interval [0, 1] can be equipped with a topology such that the resulting space I is homeomorphic to D,, and that a corresponds to 0 and b corresponds to 1. Hence I is a developable and second countable Tx -space.
Corollary.
A topological space X is D-completely regular iff for all x G X and closed sets A O X with x G X \ A there exists a continuous function f: X -* I such that /(*) = 0 and f(y) = I for all y G A. (1) X is perfect, 6. Acknowledgements and remarks. During the preparation of this paper the author was informed that A. Mysior from Gdansk University, Poland, proved independently the simplicity of ^-CompReg and ^-CompReg-1.
His universal space, however, has very high cardinality and is of weight 2C. We would like to express our thanks to H. Brandenburg who carefully read the first draft of this paper. Further results on D-normal spaces will appear in a paper of his, which is in preparation [8] .
Added in proof. The results of A. Mysior mentioned above have been published in the meantime (Two remarks on D-regular spaces, Glasnik Mat. 15 (35) (1980), 153-156).
